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A Steiner system S(Z, m, n) is a system of subsets of size m (called blocks) 
from an n-set S, such that each l-subset from S is contained in precisely one 
block. Two Steiner systems have intersection k if they share exactly k blocks. 
The possible intersections among S(.5,6,12)‘s, among S(4,5, 11)‘s among S(3, 
4, lO)‘s, and among S(2,3,9)‘s are determined, together with associated orbits 
under the action of the automorphism group of an initial Steiner system. The 
following are results: (i) the maximal number of mutually disjoint S(5,6, 12)‘s 
is two and any two such pairs are isomorphic; (ii) the maximal number of 
mutually disjoint S(4, 5, 11)‘s is two and any two such pairs are isomorphic; 
(iii) the maximal number of mutually disjoint S(3,4, 10)‘s is five and any two 
such sets of five are isomorphic; (iv) a result due to Bays in 1917 that there are 
exactly two non-isomorphic ways to partition all 3-subsets of a g-set into seven 
mutually disjoint S(2,3,9)‘s. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A Steiner system S(I, m, n) is a system (B’, S) where Z8 is a set of subsets 
each of size m (called blocks) from an n-set S, such that each I-subset from 
S is contained in precisely one block. A t-design (h; t, d, n) is a system of 
subsets of size d from an n-set S, such that each t-subset from S is contained 
in precisely X blocks. Hence a Steiner system is a (1; Z, nz, n). Steiner 
systems and t-designs have been used in error-correcting codes and are 
intimately related with certain extremely interesting finite groups 
(see [31, [51, and PI). 
If (~8, S) is an S(l, m, n) and x E S, then (a’, S’) where 
9” = {B\(x) 1 XEBEB} and S’ = S\(x) 
is an S(I - 1, m - 1, n - 1) (called the derived system). For example, 
an S(5, 6, 12) yields the successive derivatives S(4, 5, 1 l), S(3, 4, lo), and 
S(2,3,9). Two Steiner systems S(Z, m, n) on the same set S and with blocks 
@‘, .G& will be said to have intersection k if 1 JB n a1 1 = k. We shall here 
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examine in detail the possible intersections among S(5, 6, 12)‘s among 
S(4, 5, 11)‘s among S(3, 4, 10)‘s and among S(2, 3, 9)‘s. One of our results 
answers a question posed by Assmus and Mattson [2], namely, that the 
maximal number of mutually disjoint S(5, 6, 12)‘s and S(4, 5, 11)‘s is two. 
For a discussion of disjoint Steiner triple systems, see Doyen [6]. 
2. GROUPS AND A THEOREM OF MENDELSOHN 
If (a, S) is an S(1, m, n) then an automorphism of (g, S) is a permutation 
of S preserving g. The set of all such automorphisms of an S(I, m, n) 
clearly forms a group. 
Let G be a finite permutation group acting on a set 8. If 01 E 9 we let 
G, = { g E G / ag = a} and call G, the stabilizer in G of 01. Also let 
,G={/3~Q~ig-~pf or some g E G} and call .G the orbit in Q containing 
oi under the action of G. Then it is easy to show that / .G 1 . / G, 1 = 1 G /. 
For more details see [13]. 
We shall use the following interesting result of Mendelsohn [I l] 
(see also Alltop [l]): A Steiner system S(t - 1, t, 2t + 1) exists iff a 
Steiner system S(t, t + 1,2t $- 2) exists. In fact, if (a’, S) is our 
S(t - 1, t, 2t + 1) then our extension to (B’, S), an S(t, t + 1, 2t + 2), 
is obtained by letting S = s’ U {u}, v $ S’ and g = {B U {v), S’JB / B E L@‘}. 
The extension doubles the number of blocks and examples are obtained 
by extending an S(2, 3, 7) to an S(3, 4, 8), and by extending an S(4, 5, 11) 
to an S(5, 6, 12). 
3. S(5, 6, 12) AND ITS DERIVATIVES 
Let S be the elements l,..., 11 of GF(l1) together with co. For conve- 
nience let X = 10, Y = 11, Z :e co. If 
L2(11) = 1 ;; ; i / a6 - fly = non-zero square 1 
acts on the block B = { 1, 3,4, 5, 9, Z} = 134592 then the 132 blocks &’ 
of an S(5,6, 12) are obtained. We call (a, S) our initial S(5, 6, 12) and 
denote it by So. Also let Si = (gi, S\SJ be an initial S(5 - i, 6 - i, 12 - i), 
i=l,2,3 where S,={Z}, S,={Y,Z}, S,={X,Y,Z}, and gi= 
(B\S, 1 Si _C B E g’>. (The 66 blocks of S are the images of the 6 blocks 
12346, 1237X, 12389, 12458, 12479, 1268X under the action of the cyclic 
permutation (123456789XY) which sends 1 to 2,..., X to Y, Y to 1. Then So 
is the immediate extension of Sr, and S2, S3 the derivatives of S’.) 
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E. Witt [14,15] has established that any two S(5 - i, 6 - i, 12 - i)‘s, 
i = 0, 1,2,3, are isomorphic, so our initial choices above are w.1.o.g. 
Let G(P) be the automorphism group of P, i = 0, 1,2, 3. Then 
G(SO) = M,, , the Mathieu group of order 12 . 11 . 10 * 9 .8; G(P) = M,, , 
the Mathieu group of order 11 * 10 * 9 * 8; G(P) has order 10 * 9 * 8 12; 
and G(P), the group of the Euclidean geometry on 9 points, has order 
24 * 33. If .P is the set of all S(5 - i, 6 - i, 12 - i)‘s, then easily ( ri 1 = 
] Y1Z--i \/I G(S)\ where 912-i , is the symmetric group on (12 - i) symbols. 
4. INTERSECTIONS AMONG S(5,6, 12)‘s AND S(4, 5, 11)‘s 
We now examine the size and type of intersections among elements of To 
and among elements of F. This is done by fixing So (or S1) and decom- 
posing To (or P) into orbits under the action of G(SO) (or G(9)). Table I 
displays: (i) intersections between So and other members of To; (ii) the 
number of S(5, 6, 12)‘s having a given size intersection with So; and (iii) the 
orbit sizes of designs with given size intersection under action of 
G(S”) = Ml2 . Table II displays analogous information for S(4, 5, 11)‘s 
intersecting S. 
Let G(D) be the automorphism group of a design D; let G(D, , D,) = 
G(D,) n G(D,); and let d,?(k) be an orbit inside rh of length k of designs 
intersecting Sh in i blocks-the subscript j will be used to discriminate 
between orbits with the same triples h, i, k (otherwise j is suppressed). 
Our general method for obtaining orbit sizes is to exploit the structure 
of the intersection between two designs D, and D2 . The group G(D, , DJ 
which simultaneously stabilizes D, and D, must stabilize the intersection 
TABLE I 
Size of intersection No. of Orbit sizes under 
of So with other S(5,6, 12)‘s designs action of MI, 
0 144 144 
12 2,514 990 + 1584 
24 1,760 440 + 1320 
36 495 495 
60 66 66 
132 1 1 
Total = 5,040 
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TABLE II 
Size of intersections No. of Orbit sizes under 








2,514 990 + 1584 
1,160 110 + 110 + 110 + 110 + 1320 
495 49.5 
66 55 + 11 
1 1 
Total = 5,040 
D, I? Dz and hence G(D, , DJ is a subgroup of G(D, n DJ. Frequently 
D, n Dz has peculiarities which easily force the structure or size of 
G(D, n DJ, whereupon the structure or size of the subgroup G(D, , D,) 
is easily or exhaustively determined. 
It should be mentioned that a computer was used in the initial stage of 
this project to determine the intersection sizes between S and elements of 
P and to generate the 144 designs disjoint from B. The full matrix of 
intersections among the 144 designs was also produced. These outputs 
together with a previous computer search for maximal sets of mutually 
disjoint S(2, 3, 9)‘s were used to corroborate independently the main 
results of this paper. 
Let T1 = Slg, g = (126735). Then T1 and S share no blocks. The claim 
is that G = G(Sl, Tl) = ((123456789XY), (13954)(267XY)) is a group of 
order 55 and that we obtain an orbit &l/144) containing T1. That G is no 
larger is supported by the fact1 that in M,, any subgroup of order 55 is 
itself maximal in a maximal subgroup &(l 1) of order 660. If / G 1 > 55 
then 1 G 1 3 660 and our orbit size would be less than or equal to 
1 Ml, l/660 = 12, whereas it is easily checked that the orbit containing T1 
is greater than 12. With To = Sag, g = (126735), then G(SO, To) = 
(G, (12)(35)(48)(6X)(72)(9Y)) has order 660 in Ml, and To E Aoo(144). 
Let T1 = Sg, g = (1254637). Then T1 shares the 6 blocks 13578, 
1347Y, 1348X, 1579Y, 2358X, and 25789 with S. Clearly G = G(S1, T1) 
fixes the symbol 6 and the block 13578. Now G < Ml1 and the elements of 
order 2, 3, 5, and 11 have cycle structure 2413, 3312, 521, and 11, respectively 
(see [7]). Easily G = ((13857)(29Y4X)) and T1 E d,l(l584). There is a 
1 Personal communication, S.S. Magliveras. 
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corresponding orbit d&(1584) in To containing To = Sag, g = (1254637) 
intersecting So in 6 + 6 = 12 blocks. 
With T1 = Pg, g = (4567), then T1 intersects S1 in the 6 blocks 913XY, 
94567,92813,92846,92857, and 928XY. Easily G = G(S, T') fixes 9 and 
preserves {Z, 8:. Then G = ((1436)(5Y7X), (1537)(4X6Y)) has order 8 and 
T1 E d,1(990). There is a corresponding orbit d&(990) of S(5, 6, 12)‘s. 
If T1 = Sg, g = (12574)(36), then T1 shares the following 12 blocks 
with S1: 68X12, 68X39, 68X4Y, 68X57, 19Y57, 23457, 167XY, 1789X, 
2358X, 2456X, 34568, and 6789Y. Then 
G(P, T1) = ((12)(39)(4Y)(57), (19Y)(234)(6X8)) 
has order 6 and T1 E &(1320). There is a corresponding orbit d&(1320) 
of S(5, 6, 12)‘s. 
Setting T1 = Slg, g = (26)(3745) then T1 shares the 12 blocks of S1 
containing both symbols 1 and 2. Here 
G(9, T1) 
= ((346)(59X)(78Y),(35Y)(497)(6X8),(456Y)(79X8),(476X)(58Y9)) 
has order 72 and T1 E di,l(llO). Note there are (‘,‘) = 55 S(2, 3, 9)‘s 
formed by blocks of 9 containing a given pair of elements. There are 
3 different S(4, 5, 11)‘s including S1 sharing exactly the 12 blocks of an 
associated S(2, 3,9) in 9. Clearly our orbit includes all intersections of 
this type. 
Let T1 = Fg, g = (567). Then T1 and S share the 4 + 8 = 12 blocks 
which either (i) contain 5, 6, and 7, or (ii) contain none of 5, 6, or 7. Here 
G(Sl, T1) 
= ((132Y)(4X98), (1429)(38YX), (389)(4YX)(567), (19X)(248)(567)) 
has order 72 and T1 E &(I 10). Any 3-cycle, such as g, produces a design 
sharing 12 blocks with S. There are ($ * 2 = 330 ways to select 3-cycles 
and these 330 designs break up into 3 orbits, each of size 110. 
The 4 orbits of size 110 of S(4, 5, 11)‘s intersecting S1 in 12 blocks merge 
when extended to S(5, 6, 12)‘s into a single orbit of 440 S(5, 6, 12)‘s 
sharing 24 blocks with So. A representative of 4:,(440) is To = Sag, 
g = (26)(3745). 
The design T1 = Slg, g = (45)(67), shares 18 blocks with S1. The symbol 
9 occurs 14 times; the symbols 1 and 3 occur 6 times; and the remaining 
symbols occur 8 times among these 18 blocks. If G = G(Sl, T1) then 
easily 3, 5, and 11 do not divide / G I. Hence d&(k) has 495 j k. But, from 
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the number of designs remaining, then k = 495, 1 G / = 16. There is a 
corresponding orbit A&(495) in To. 
Consider T1 = S1g, g = (12). Then T1 shares 12 + 18 = 30 blocks 
with S1. This is true for any of the (‘,‘) = 55 transpositions g. There is an 
S(2, 3, 9) associated with the 12 blocks containing 1 and 2. Easily 
G = G(S1, T1) preserves { 1,2} and from the cycle structure of elements in 
M,, of order 5 (namely, 521) and order 11 then neither 5 nor 11 divide / G I. 
So 55 divides our orbit length and since 55 + 11 + 1 designs are left we 
obtain dt,(55). 
Set T1 = Fg, g = (126)(3745). Then T1 shares the 30 blocks of S1 each 
of which contains the symbol 1. Hence G = G(S, T1) contains no elements 
of order 11, so easily T1 E A:,(1 1) and ( G I = 10 . 9 * 8. 
The 55 + 11 S(4, 5, 11)‘s intersecting 9 in 30 blocks merge when 
extended to S(5, 6, 12)‘s into a single orbit of length 66. Each of these 
(‘,“) = 66 designs is of the type SOg, g a transposition. The remaining 
designs So and S complete our two tables. 
5. DISJOINT S(5, 6, 12)‘s AND S(4, 5, 11)‘s 
Let G = ((134756), (4576), (34567)) and h, = (12)(34567), h, = 
(234756). Then I G I = 120 and if H = {ghrg-l, gh2g-l 1 g E G} then 
do = 4,O(144) = (SO/z I h E H) and A1 = 4,1(144) = {S1h ( h E H). Since 
any two S(5, 6, 12)‘s (S(4, 5, 11)‘s) are isomorphic and all S(5, 6, 12)‘s 
(S(4, 5, 11)‘s) disjoint from an initial design So(F) lie in a single orbit 
under M,,(M,,), then any two pairs of disjoint S(5, 6, 12)‘s (S(4, 5, 11)‘s) 
are isomorphic. 
Let S, T1 = Slg, g = (126735), be an initial pair of disjoint S(4, 5, 11)‘s. 
Then G = G(Sr, T1) = ((123456789XY), (13954)(267X8)), of order 55, 
decomposes the remaining 143 elements of Ao1(144) into orbits of size 
55, 55, 11, 11, 11 with representatives S1gi , i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, respectively, 
where g, = (237465), g, = (236547), g, = (243576), g, = (126735), and 
g, = (173642). Designs in these orbits intersect T1 in 18, 6, 6, 6, 6 blocks, 
respectively. Hence we have proved: 
THEOREM 1. The maximal number of mutually disjoint S(4, 5, 11)‘s 
is two and any two such pairs are isomorphic. 
Using the unique extendability of S(4, 5, 11)‘s to S(5, 6, 12)‘s then each 
of the 143 designs of do0(144)\{To = SOg}, g = (126735), intersects To in 36 
or 12 blocks. Hence: 
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THEOREM 2. The maximal number of mutually disjoint S(5, 6, 12)‘s is 
two and any two such pairs are isomorphic. 
It is presumed, though not known for certain, that the 660(330) blocks 
disjoint from our two disjoint S(5, 6, 12)‘s (S(4, 5, 11)‘s) form an indecom- 
posable (5; 5, 6, 12)((5; 4, 5, 1 l)), i.e., the (5; 5, 6, 12)((5; 4, 5, 11)) is not 
itself the union of a (2; 5, 6, 12) and a (3; 5,6, 12)((2; 4, 5, 11) and a 
(3; 4, 5, 11)). 
6. S(3,4, 10)‘s 
Table III displays intersection sizes, number of designs with given 
intersection, and orbit sizes of S(3,4, 10)‘s in r2. Our initial design is S2 
with automorphism group G(S2) of order 25 * 32 * 5 and 1 r2 1 = 2,520. 
TABLE III 
Size of intersections No. of 
of SZ with other S(3,4, 10)‘s designs 
Orbit sizes under 
action of G(F) 
0 144 144 
2 120 720 
4 900 720 + 180 
6 330 240 $- 90 
8 360 360 
12 20 20 
14 45 45 
30 1 1 
Total = 2,520 
If T2 = S2g, g = (126735), then T2 shares no blocks with S2, 
G(S2, T2) = ((13954)(267X8), (12)(38)(46)(57)(9X)} 
has order 10 and we obtain Ao2(144). 
Letting T2 = S2g, g = (1254637), then T2 shares 1347, 1579 with S2, 
G(S2, T2) is generated by (17)(2X)(39)(45)(68) and we obtain 4,2(720). 
With T2 = S2g, g = (12574)(36), then T2 shares 1579, 167X, 468X, 6789 
with S2, G(S2, T2) is generated by (18)(23)(45)(67)(9X) and T2 E Ad2(720). 
If T2 = S2g, g = (26)(3745), then 1235, 124X, 1269, 1278 are the shared 
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blocks, G(S2, T2) = ((345X)(6897), (3659)(47X8)) has order 8, and 
T2 E dJ2(180). 
Now de2(240) has representative T2 = S2g, g = (567) where G(S2, T2) = 
((19X)(248)(567), (14)(29)(67)(8X)) has order 6. Also ds2(90) has T2 = S2g, 
g = (34)(56), as a representative where 
G(S2, T2) = ((1374)(596X), (1576)(3X49), (28)(1473)(596X)) 
has 16 elements. 
If g = (45)(67), then Pg E ds2(360) where our associated group is 
generated by (12)(38)(46)(57)(9X) and (13)(28)(47)(56). 
If g = (126)(4537), then T2 = S2g E 4$(20) where T2 shares those 
12 blocks of S2 which contain the symbol 1. Here 
G(S2, T2) 
= ((235)(489)(67X), (24X)(386)(597), (345X)(7689), (3758)(49X6) j 
has order 72. 
With T2 = S2g, g = (12) then T2 shares the 4 + 10 = 14 blocks of S2 
which either contain both 1 and 2, or contain neither 1 nor 2. Easily 3 and 5 
do not divide 1 G j so orbit length is 45, 1 G j = 32, and we obtain &(45). 
With the inclusion of S2 itself our table is complete. 
7. DISJOINT S(3, 4, 10)‘s 
There is a single orbit of S(3, 4, 10)‘s disjoint from an initial S(3, 4, 10) 
so it is clear that any two pairs of disjoint S(3, 4, 10)‘s are isomorphic. 
Let S2 and T2 = S2g, g = (126735), be our initial pair. Among the 
143 designs of 4,2(144)\T2 are 8 designs disjoint from T2. They are 
Di = S’gi , i = I,..., 8, where g, = (13546)(27), g, = (173642), g, = 
(243576), g, = (236547), g, = (275436), g, = (123457), g, = (156423), 
and g, = (17564)(23). We display in Table IV the intersections between our 
10 designs. 
Clearly there is a uniquely determined maximal set of 5 mutually 
disjoint S(3,4, 10)‘s. The 60 blocks from the set of all (‘i) 4-subsets of a 
IO-set which are not blocks in any of S2, T2, D, , Dz , or D3 form an 
indecomposable (2; 3,4, 10). We have proved: 
THEOREM 3. The maximal number of mutually disjoint S(3,4, 10)‘s is 
five and any two such sets ofjive are isomorphic. 
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TABLE IV 
Intersections among 10 S(3,4,1O)‘s 
s= T= D1 Dz D, D, Ds D, D, De 
30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 30 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 
0 0 0 30 0 2 2 2 2 2 
0 0 0 0 30 8 8 8 8 8 
0 0 2 2 8 30 14 8 8 14 
0 0 2 2 8 14 30 14 8 8 
0 0 2 2 8 8 14 30 14 8 
0 0 2 2 8 8 8 14 30 14 
0 0 2 2 8 14 8 8 14 30 
8. S(2, 3, 9)‘s 
Table V displays intersection sizes, number of designs with given 
intersection, and orbit sizes in F3 (under the action of G(F)). Here our 
initial design is S3, G(S3) has order 2433, and 1 r3 1 = 840. 
If T13 = S3g, g = (126735), then T13 shares no blocks with S3, 
G(S3, T3) = ((159)(274)(386)), and we obtain ~i,,~(144). Define the relation 
TABLE V 
Size of intersections No. of 
of Ss with other S(2, 3,s)‘~ designs 
Orbit sizes under 
action of G(P) 
0 192 144 + 48 
1 216 216 
2 216 216 
3 152 144 + 8 
4 27 21 
6 36 36 
12 1 1 
Total = 840 
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“-” as follows between S(2, 3, 9)‘s Di E P: Di - Dj iff 3 symbols 
X, a, b, c, d such that xab, xcd are blocks of Di and xac, xbd are blocks 
of Dj . If Di N Dj is not true we write DC +J Dj . Here S3 N T13 since 
124, 158 are in S3 and 128, 145 are in T13. 
Now set Tz3 = S3g, g = (34)(59)(68). Then Tz3 is disjoint from S3, 
G(S3, T3) = ((127)(398)(456), (134)(295)(678)) has order 9, and we obtain 
do3(48). Also S3 + Tz3. 
With T3 = S3g, g = (26)(3745), intersecting S3 in 124 and G(S3, T3) = 
((36)(58)(79)) we obtain d13(216). 
If T3 = S3g, g = (12574)(36) then T3 shares 167, 468 with S3, G(S3, T3) 
is generated by (17)(23)(48)(59), and we obtain AZ3(216). 
Setting T3 = S3g, g = (567), yields an intersection of 124, 139, 289 
between T3 and S3. Then we obtain G(S3, T3) = ((129)(348)(567)) and 
433(144). If T3 = S3g, g = (357689), then T3 shares 124, 378, 569 with S3. 
Note that no two of these blocks share a symbol. Easily there are 8 designs 
in the orbit of T3. 
Let T3 = S3g, g = (45)(67). Then 
G(S3, T3) = ((167)(354), (13)(46)(57), (28)(45)(67)) 
has order 12 and T3 E dG3(36). 
Finally, T3 = S3g, g = (126)(4537), shares 124, 139, 158, 167 with S3. 
Easily 3 does not divide / G(S3, T3)j so we obtain dd3(27). Our design S3 
completes the table. 
9. DISJOINT S(2, 3, 9)‘s 
It is clear there are two non-isomorphic pairs of disjoint S(2, 3, 9)‘s, 
namely, S3, T13 and S3, Tz3. Using a list of the 192 designs disjoint from S3 
we examine the set Z of the 41 designs also disjoint from T13. Let 
G = ((159)(274)(386), (15)(23)(48)(67)). Then G, of order 6, preserves the 
pair S3, T13 (here the elements of order 2 interchange S3 and T13). Here G 
decomposes Pinto 10 orbits with representatives {Di = S3gi j i = l,..., lo} 
where g1 = (234756), g, = (15634)(27), g, = (23)(57)(69), g, = (236547), 
g, = (13546)(27), g, = (243576), g, = (235674), g, = (257346), g, = 
(127653), g,, = (127346). The orbit sizes are, respectively, 2, 2, 1, 6, 6, 3, 
6, 6, 6, and 3. 
From the 8 designs disjoint from each of S3, T13, D, there is a unique 
extension to the 7 mutually disjoint designs S3, T13, D1 , D, , D, , D1, , D12 
where Dll = S3g, g = (27)(36)(59), D,, = S3g, g = (47)(59)(68). Let 
G = {s3, T13, D, ,Ds 3 D, , &I , D12). From the 7 designs disjoint from 
S3, T13, D, one uniquely extends again to Z1 . Again, from the 10 designs 
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disjoint from S3, T13, D, one uniquely extends to Zr . There are 11 designs 
disjoint from S3, T13, D, from which we uniquely extend to & = 
{S3, T13, D, , D, , D,, , D,, , D& where D,, = S3g, g = (132465), D,, = S3g, 
g = (146732) D15 = S3g, g = (14736)(25). The 13 designs disjoint from 
P, T13, D, produce a unique extension to Zz . The 10 designs disjoint from 
S3, T13, D, yield a unique extension Z; requiring the 4 additional designs 
Di = S3gi , i = 16, 17, 18, 19 where g,, = (125436), g,, = (142367), 
gls = (157342) g,, = (152764). N one of the triples involving S3, T13 and, 
one of D, , D8 , D, , or D,, is extendable to 7 mutually disjoint designs, 
though each triple is extendable to 5 mutually disjoint designs. For 
example, if DzO = s3g, g = GWWV3, Da = s3g, g = WWW), 
then S3, T13, D, , DzO , D,, form a maximal set of 5 mutually disjoint 
S(2, 3, 9)‘s. 
So far we have found all sets of 7 mutually disjoint S(2, 3,s)‘~ where at 
least one of the pairs Di , Dj had Di - Dj . Using S3, Tz3 we now need only 
consider designs from do3(48), of which 9 are disjoint from Tz3, while only 
5 of these are not related via “-” with Tz3. They are Di = S3gi, 
i = 22,..., 26 where a2 = P’WM% g2, = PW)(W, g,, = WWW9, 
g,, = (29)(38)(47), g,, = (35)(48)(69). But the maximal number of 
mutually disjoint designs, each pair of which is not related by -, is four, 
an example being S3, Tz3, D,, , D,, . 
We have found all sets (up to isomorphism) of 7 mutually disjoint 
S(2, 3, 9)‘s. Now x3 = C2g, g = (159)(274)(386). Also Di N Dj , i #j, 
for all pairs of designs in Zz, but S3 + D, in & . Hence Z1 and & are not 
isomorphic. The automorphism group of Z1 has order 54 and is generated 
by (159)(274)(386), (123)(469)(578), (59)(237648). The automorphism 
group of E2 has order 42 and is generated by (2748639) and (15)(378496). 
A system isomorphic to Z1 was known to Kirkman [9] in 1850 and 
Sylvester [ 121 in 1861. A system isomorphic to Zz was known to Walecki 
in 1883 (see Lucas [lo, pp. 161-1971). Bays [4] in 1917 was apparently the 
first to establish that Z; and & are the only two non-isomorphic ways to 
partition all 3-subsets of a 9-set into seven mutually disjoint S(2, 3, 9)‘s. 
Our final theorem is: 
THEOREM 4 (Bays). There are exactly two non-isomorphic ways to 
partition all 3-subsets from a 9-set into seven mutually disjoint S(2, 3, 9)‘s. 
It is interesting that the system Z2 can be represented by the 7 square 
arrays 
1 3 9 1 9 2 1 2 7 1 7 4 
2 7 5 7 4 5 4 8 5 8 6 5 
4 8 6 8 6 3 6 3 9 3 9 2 
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1 4 8 1 8 6 1 6 3 
6 3 5 3 9 5 9 2 5 
9 2 7 2 7 4 7 4 8 
where each is obtained from the preceding by a cyclic shift of (2748639). 
The 12 triples of each S(2, 3,9) are the 3 rows, the 3 columns, and the 
6 products of the determinant of each array. The system Z; can be 
represented by the following 7 square arrays: 
1 2 4 1 2 8 1 2 5 1 2 9 
3 7 8 9 4 3 9 8 3 7 4 3 
9 5 6 7 6 5 4 7 6 5 8 6 
1 2 3 1 2 6 1 2 7 
4 6 9 3 5 7 3 4 6 
7 8 5 4 8 9 5 9 8 
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